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Abstract
We consider the problem of optimal worksharing between two adjacent workers each of whom
processes a Þxed task in addition to their shared task(s). We use a Markov Decision Process
(MDP) model to compute optimal policies and provide a benchmark for evaluating threshold
policy heuristics. Our approach diﬀers from previous studies of dynamic line balancing in that
we focus on system architecture factors that aﬀect the performance improvement opportunity
possible through worksharing relative to a traditional static worker allocations, as well as practical heuristics for worksharing. We Þnd that three such factors are signiÞcant whether we use
an optimal or a heuristic control policy: ability to preempt the shared task, granularity of the
shared task and overall variability of the task times. Understanding the role of these factors in
a given production environment provides a means for determining where and how worksharing
can have signiÞcant logistical beneÞts.

1

Introduction
The basic objective of line balancing is to achieve eﬃcient utilization of productive capacity. The

focus of classical industrial engineering studies of line balancing has been on evenly distributing work
in the line over the long term. But even if a line is balanced with regard to average loads it can still
become seriously unbalanced in the short term due to variability. Changes in product mix, machine
failures, quality problems, operator related issues and many other events can cause workloads at
individual stations to become temporarily imbalanced. Traditionally, this variability has been
buﬀered by either capacity (e.g., the line is paced to allow operators 60 seconds to complete their
tasks, even though the tasks require only 45 seconds on average to complete) or inventory (e.g., WIP
in buﬀers between stations, which serves to partially decouple the stations from one another). In
recent years, however, spurred by the JIT and lean manufacturing movements, another alternative
for buﬀering variability in a ßowline has arisen, workforce agility. By having cross-trained workers
perform multiple tasks, an agile worksystem can shift work or workers from one station to another
1

to balance the load in the short term and thereby increase the eﬀective capacity. In the most
extreme case, which we call full cross-training, every worker is trained at every operation in the
line and ample equipment is available to prevent workers from blocking each other. Such systems
achieve line balancing and can dramatically increase system performance, as we showed in [10].
Studies of full cross-training systems can be found in several other papers, including [1], [3], [11].
Our focus in this paper, however, is to investigate systems that require only partial cross-training
of the workforce.
[6] examined a speciÞc type of workforce agility with partial cross-training that they refer to as
dynamic line balancing. For a ßow line with interstation buﬀers, they assumed: (1) each worker is
assigned to one Þxed task as well as one or two shared tasks that could also be done by either their
upstream or downstream neighbor, (2) once an item is transferred to a downstream workstation,
it cannot return, (3) a workstation may withdraw items from its upstream buﬀer in any order
(i.e., picking the job with the shortest mean processing time is allowed), (4) a worker becomes
blocked if there is no space in his/her downstream buﬀer to transfer his/her Þnished item, (5) a
worker becomes starved if his/her upstream buﬀer is empty. The authors emphasized that buﬀers
serve two main purposes: providing work for the downstream stage and providing storage space
for the upstream stage. Based on this observation, they proposed the so-called SPT/RSPT family
of policies under which the following two rules are applied: (1) SPT: a worker selects the shortest
job from his upstream buﬀer, (2) RSPT: a worker processes the shared task on a job if and only
if his/her downstream buﬀer has less than R “long” jobs (i.e., jobs for which the shared task has
not been performed). To evaluate diﬀerent dynamic line balancing strategies, the authors used the
performance metric of eﬃciency, which they deÞned as actual throughput rate divided by maximum
possible throughput (calculated by setting all worker utilizations equal to 100%).
The majority of the analysis in [6] considered two station lines with exponential processing times.
Using Markov chain models, the authors demonstrated the eﬀectiveness of the SPT/RSPT type
policies and showed that setting the cutoﬀ level R to half of the buﬀer size works well, particularly
when the fraction of the shared task to total work is around 40%. In addition to two station lines,
they made simulation studies of longer lines (5 stations) and smaller processing time variability,
which echoed their Þndings for two station lines with exponential processing times.
In a technical note subsequent to [6], [5] modeled each task as a set of subtasks and proposed
new rules that measure the number of subtasks not yet completed on jobs in the downstream
station (in the buﬀer and in process), instead of just counting the number of long tasks. The
authors assumed that the subtasks are identically distributed exponential random variables with
unit mean. Hence, counting the number of subtasks gives a precise measure of how much work
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is available for the downstream worker. Their analysis included simulation studies of two-stage
lines under various scenarios, and some of three- and Þve-stage lines. The authors concluded that
dynamic line balancing can be used eﬀectively for low-inventory systems in which the material
handling system requires jobs to be processed Þrst-come-Þrst-served (FCFS). Their analysis also
conÞrmed that the simple rule of sending a shared task downstream if the buﬀer is less than half-full,
is eﬀective.
The above cited papers on dynamic line balancing, as well as most of the other studies on
worksharing, have assumed a Þxed architecture for the system and have focused on establishing the
eﬀectiveness of a particular family of policies. While this is an important and logical place to start
studying workforce agility, in the long term system architecture is not Þxed. For example, changing
the material handling system from a conveyor with unidirectional ßow of units, which prevents any
shared tasks from being sent upstream, to a carousel type system which allows all workers to drop
and pick up tasks in any order, signiÞcantly alters the possibilities for worksharing.
In this paper, we study dynamic line balancing to address some key issues by taking an approach
diﬀerent than the ones taken in previous work on the subject. First, we take a control-oriented
approach to the problem of worksharing between two workers rather than assuming a certain
structure (such as a threshold property) for the worksharing policy. SpeciÞcally, we develop Markov
Decision Process (MDP) formulations for simple two-station models, the solutions of which lead us
to new insights into the complex structure of an optimal policy, as well as an evaluation of practical
threshold policy heuristics. To our knowledge, our results are the Þrst of this type. Secondly,
we investigate how system architecture aﬀects the logistical beneÞts possible through worksharing.
We are particularly interested in how the following two metrics depend on the system architecture:
(1) opportunity, which measures the maximum performance improvement through worksharing (i.e.,
how well the optimal worksharing policy performs relative to the best static policy), and (2) percent
suboptimality, which measures the eﬀectiveness of a heuristic in a particular system architecture
(i.e., how well a heuristic performs relative to the optimal worksharing policy).
The key contributions of this paper are to provide insights into eﬀective control of worksharing
at the operational level, as well as recommendations on the design of a physical environment that
will enhance the performance improvement workforce agility oﬀers. For this purpose, we explore the
eﬀect of three system architecture factors: (1) preemption of the shared task (i.e., whether a task
that is already started can be transferred to the downstream station at any point of processing),
(2) granularity of the shared task (i.e., whether a nonpreemptive shared task can be transferred at
certain break points during processing), and (3) processing time variability.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 includes our modeling framework
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in terms of a detailed description of the system and the basic MDP formulation of the optimal
worksharing problem. In Section 4, the optimal performance (throughput) computed from this
model is used to demonstrate the trade-oﬀ between WIP and worker ßexibility. Section 3 presents
deÞnitions of the heuristics we have observed to be eﬀective as well as their comparisons to the
optimal policy under preemptive and nonpreemptive shared task assumptions. Finally, in Section 5
we study the eﬀects of job preemption, work content granularity and task processing time variability.

2

Modeling Framework
We consider two stations in tandem attended by two workers, worker 1 (W1) at station 1 and

worker 2 (W2) at station 2. The system runs under the CONWIP discipline with a WIP level of M
jobs. The buﬀers in front of the two stations (buﬀer 1 and buﬀer 2) have no capacity limitations
except for the CONWIP level of the system.
Each job has 3 consecutive tasks to be performed, tasks A, B and C. A job is called type A (type
B, type C) if the task to be completed next on the job is task A (B, C). Task A can only be performed
by W1 at station 1 and task C can only be performed by W2 at station 2, whereas task B can be
performed by either worker at either station. We assume that there is suﬃcient tooling/machinery
at the stations (or at a third station which the workers can access in a negligible amount of time)
for simultaneous task B processing on diﬀerent jobs. Jobs are processed in Þrst come Þrst served
(FCFS) order at both stations. Processing times of task A, task B and task C of job l (denoted by
SA (l), SB (l) and SC (l), l = 1, 2, . . . ) are mutually independent, exponentially distributed with rates
µA , µB and µC , respectively. We deÞne TA , TB , TC as the mean processing times of the tasks, A,
B and C, respectively. We assume that task B processing by W1 can be preempted but processing
by W2 cannot be interrupted, and hence once a B task is in buﬀer 2, it has to be processed to
completion by W2. This preemption structure is consistent with a unidirectional ßow of materials
facilitated by a material handling system. We call this the “preemptive shared task” assumption,
and will later disallow it to study the eﬀects of preemption.
We allow workers to have diﬀerent processing speeds and for that purpose deÞne v2 as the speed
of W2 relative to that of W1. That is, along a sample path ω ∈ Ω, the processing of the B task of

job l will take SB (l, ω) time units if processed by W1 and SB (l, ω)/v2 time units if processed by W2.

This way of modeling workers presents a limitation in that worker speeds may in practice vary as
a function of the system state instead of being stationary over time, particularly in labor intensive
low-inventory systems in which workers can be observed to be the cause of idle time. [8] studied
this phenomenon and concluded that processing time distributions of labor intensive tasks (such as
entering data into a computer as in their experiment) are not independent of the size of the buﬀer,
the processing speeds of co-workers, or the amount of inventory in the system. In a subsequent
4

study, [7] developed mathematical models to study workers that change their processing times as
a function of system state and how it eﬀects the eﬃciency of serial lines. They concluded that
workers who speed up to prevent blocking and starving can substantially improve performance.
While our assumption may be an incomplete representation of reality for some systems, we believe
that our results are still generally valid for many systems in which worker skill is the dominant
determinant of the speed of processing or the intentional use of state-dependent worker speeds is
disallowed due to union rules and/or organizational culture.
The state of the system at time t is described by the vector
Z(t) = (X(t), YM (t), YM−1 (t), . . . , Y1 (t)) ,
where X(t) denotes the task type in process at W1, and Yi (t), for all i = 1, 2, . . . , M , denotes the
task type of the ith job in buﬀer 2 at time t. SpeciÞcally, Y1 (t) denotes the task type in process at
station 2 at time t. The following summarizes how the system state is deÞned.

if W1 is processing a type A job,
 A
B
if W1 is processing a type B job,
X(t) =

O
if all M jobs are at buﬀer 2,


if ith job is type B,
 B
Yi (t) =
C
if ith job is type C,

 O
if location i in buﬀer 2 is empty.

(2.1)

(2.2)

For example, state (BOOCBC) in a system with 5 jobs (M = 5) denotes that W1 is processing a B

task, W2 is processing a C task, one type B job and one type C job are in buﬀer 2, and (implicitly)
there is one type A job awaiting service in buﬀer 1. Note that the state of the system denotes not
only the quantity but also the sequence and type of jobs in buﬀer 2. Although the size of the state
P
i
space, S, looks like 3M+1 at Þrst glance, it is in fact 2M + M
i=1 2 due to the infeasibility of some

states.

Decision epochs occur whenever W1 completes an A task. A policy g speciÞes that W1 either
continues working on the new type B job (keep), or transfers it to buﬀer 2 to await service by W2
(put). Let U = {keep, put} denote the action space. The set of states for which an action is deÞned

includes all states in which W1 is processing a type B job: SU = {(x, yM , yM−1 , . . . , y1 ) ∈ S : x =

B}. Equivalently, one can restrict the action to keep at all other states. The long run average
throughput rate of policy g(z) ∈ U for all z ∈ S, is expressed as
¾
½Z T
1
¯
Jg = lim
11{Y1 (t) = C} µC dt .
E
T →∞ T
0

(2.3)

The class of admissible policies, G, is taken to be the set of stationary, non-anticipative policies
and the set of decision epochs is assumed to be the set of all task completion times, tk , k = 1, 2, . . . ,
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at which X(tk ) = B. The objective of the optimization problem is to determine a policy g ∗ ∈ G
that maximizes J¯(g).
The optimal control problem considered here can be formulated as a discrete-time stochastic
dynamic programming problem by using uniformization [4]. The uniformized version has a transition rate γ = maximum{µA + v2 µB , µA + µC , µB + v2 µB , µB + µC } for all states. Let Vk (z)
denote the maximum expected output rate over the next k stages. With the initial condition that
V0 (z) = 0 for all z ∈ S, the DP equation of the discrete time model is given as follows (for all

z = (x, yM , yM−1 , . . . , y1 ) ∈ S):

Vk (A, yM , yM−1 , . . . , y1 ) = 11{y1 = C}µC +

µA
Vk−1 (C1 (z))
γ

v2 µB
Vk−1 (C2 (z))
γ
µC
+ 11{y1 = C} Vk−1 (D2 (z))
γ
µ
µA
v2 µB
+ 1−
− 11{y1 = B}
γ
γ
¶
µC
− 11{y1 = C}
Vk−1 (z) ,
γ
v2 µB
Vk−1 (C2 (j))
Vk (O, yM , yM−1 , . . . , y1 ) = 11{y1 = C}µC + 11{y1 = B}
γ
µC
+ 11{y1 = C} Vk−1 (D2 (j))
γ
µ
v2 µB
+ 1 − 11{y1 = B}
γ
¶
µC
− 11{y1 = C}
Vk−1 (j) ,
γ
Vk (B, yM , yM−1 , . . . , y1 ) = max{Kk (B, yM , yM−1 , . . . , y1 ) ,
+ 11{y1 = B}

Pk (B, yM , yM−1 , . . . , y1 )} ,

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

= max{Kk (z), Vk (T1 (z))} ,
where the function Kk (z) is deÞned as
Kk (B, yM , yM−1 , . . . , y1 ) = 11{y1 = C}µC +

µB
Vk−1 (D1 (z))
γ

v2 µB
Vk−1 (C2 (z))
γ
µC
+ 11{y1 = C} Vk−1 (D2 (z))
γ
µ
µB
v2 µB
+ 1−
− 11{y1 = B}
γ
γ
¶
µC
− 11{y1 = C}
Vk−1 (z) .
γ
+ 11{y1 = B}
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(2.7)

In this formulation, operator T1 describes the transfer of a type B job into buﬀer 2. Operators C1
and C2 denote task A completion at station 1 and task B completion at station 2, respectively.
Operators D1 and D2 describe the departure of a type B job from station 1 and the departure of a
type C job from station 2 upon completion, respectively. Formally, the operators T1 , C1 , C2 , D1
and D2 are deÞned as follows for i ∈ {M − 1, M − 2, . . . , 1}.


(A, O, . . . , O, B, yi−1 , yi−2 , . . . , y1 )





for all (z : x = B; yM , yM−1 , . . . , yi = O;

T1 (z) =
yi−1 , yi−2 , . . . , y1 6= O),



(O, B, yM−1 , yM−2 , . . . , yM )




for all (z : x = B; yM = O; yM−1 , yM−2 , . . . , y1 6= O).
C1 (z) = (B, yM , yM−1 , . . . , y1 ),

for all (z : x = A).

for all (z : y1 = B).
C2 (z) = (x, yM , yM−1 , . . . , C),


(A, O, . . . , O, C, yi−1 , yi−2 , . . . , y1 )





for all (z : x = B; yM , yM−1 , . . . , yi = O;

D1 (z) =
yi−1 , yi−2 , . . . , y1 6= O),



(O, C, yM−1 , yM−2 , . . . , yM )




for all (z : x = B; yM = O; yM−1 , yM−2 , . . . , y1 6= O).


(x, O, . . . , O, O, yi−1 , yi−2 , . . . , y2 )





for all (z : y1 = C; yM , yM−1 , . . . , yi = O;

D2 (z) =
yi−1 , yi−2 , . . . , y1 6= O),


(A, O, yM , yM−1 , . . . , y2 )




for all (z : y1 = C; yM , yM−1 , yM−2 , . . . , y1 6= O).

(2.8)

(2.9)
(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

Unfortunately, the optimal policy for the MDP model does not have a simple structure. The
complexity of the optimal policy makes it impractical to use in real life systems, especially since
dynamic line balancing rules must be applied by workers in real time. For example, consider our
problem with a WIP level of 10 jobs, which means that there are 1023 states for which the workers
need to know the proper action. Without a simple structure, we would have to communicate this
with a list that speciÞes either keep or put for each of these states. To be practical, we probably
need to restrict attention to threshold policies in which the action is chosen by comparing the
current level of a one-dimensional system state measure to a threshold level.
In our numerical tests we have encountered many problem instances that strongly suggest that
a threshold policy is not optimal in general. This is due to the second order eﬀects of variability
and the sequence of the tasks in the buﬀer. For example, an intuitive one-dimensional measure for
sorting states and determining a threshold level is the mean work content in buﬀer 2. But the states
(BOOCBB), (BOOBCB) and (BOOBBC) would be indistinguishable according to this sorting
7

method since all of them have two type B and one type C jobs in buﬀer 2. If TC = 2 TB , then
(BOOOCC) is also an equivalent state. However, one can easily think of reasons why the optimal
actions in these states could be diﬀerent. For instance, compare the likelihood of an imminent
starvation for W1 at states (BOOBCB) and (BOOBBC), given that the action of transferring the
B task to the downstream station is selected. Clearly, this likelihood is higher in state (BOOBCB)
and hence, an optimal policy must be able to diﬀerentiate between these states for certain values
of the system parameters, µA , µB and µC .
To account for these two factors and Þnd a threshold policy that is optimal among the set of all
feasible policies, we have tried several sorting algorithms including ones that consider the probability
that W1 will Þnish the tasks in buﬀer 1 before W2 Þnishes the tasks in buﬀer 2. Unfortunately,
for each we found an example for which the optimal policy violated the threshold property. Hence,
a threshold policy such as the one described in [6] and [5] is not necessarily optimal. However,
since we know that practicality constraints limit us to threshold policies, the important questions
to address are: (1) what is the best threshold policy? and (2) how does it perform?
The MDP model provides a numerical baseline for evaluating the quality of heuristics based on
the threshold property. In addition, it allows us to compare the performance of the optimal policy
to that of the best static policy in order to characterize the performance improvement achievable
through worker cross-training and dynamic line balancing. The MDP model is solved numerically,
using a value iteration algorithm (see pp. 209—211 of [9]) with an accuracy of ² = 10−8 . For most
cases discussed in this paper, the computation time was not a concern. However, although the
system state is quite eﬃcient, it is not immune to the curse of dimensionality. For systems with
M ≥ 12 jobs in the system, computation times were long enough to make the solution of the model

diﬃcult.

3

Heuristics for Control of Worksharing
In Section 2, we argued that the true optimal policy is too complex to implement in practice.

Therefore, heuristics with a simple structure such as a threshold policy are needed. In this section, we present an adaptation of the heuristic proposed by [5] that reßects our slightly diﬀerent
assumptions and another heuristic that we have developed.
Recall the SPT/RSPT policy of [6] presented in Section 1: the upstream worker transfers a
unit to the downstream buﬀer if the number of “long” jobs (jobs whose shared task haven’t been
completed) exceeds half of the buﬀer size. The key idea in policies that aim to keep buﬀers half-full
is the notion that the buﬀer should provide enough work for the downstream worker not to starve,
and enough empty space for the upstream worker not to be blocked. [5] improved on the heuristic
presented in [6] by dividing the tasks into identically distributed subtasks and counting the number
8

of all subtasks in the downstream buﬀer and station, instead of just counting the number of long
jobs. Their rule states that the upstream worker will do the shared task if R or more units of work
are present at the downstream station, where units of work are measured by the number of subtasks
to be performed on the jobs waiting for service and the job being processed at the downstream
station. Although the policy considered is slightly diﬀerent, the assumptions made in [5] are very
similar to those made in [6]; in both studies, it is assumed that once the shared portion of the work
is started at the upstream station it has to be completed there. Thus, there is no preemption of
the shared task. One diﬀerence between these two studies in terms of their assumptions is that
[6] considered systems in which workers are allowed to pick the tasks with the shortest processing
time while [5] devoted most of their attention to systems with FCFS job processing discipline, as
we do in this paper.
McClain et al. demonstrated that using more accurate information on the content of the inbetween buﬀer yields a more eﬃcient half-full buﬀer heuristic, especially for systems using the FCFS
rule. The following formula to calculate the cutoﬀ level is an adaptation of the formula proposed in
[5]. Our half-full buﬀer (HFB) heuristic is an enhancement of the original policy in the sense that it
accounts for general mean processing times as well as diﬀerent worker speeds when calculating the
cutoﬀ level. As explained in [5], the second term is the average work content in a half-full buﬀer
whereas the Þrst term represents the amount of work that will equalize the expected idling times
of W1 and W2 (due to blocking and starvation, respectively) for a system with no buﬀers. Our
adaptation results in a cutoﬀ level of
R=

[((TB /v2 ) + TC ) + TC ] (M − 2)
TB
+
.
1 + v2
2
2

(3.1)

In addition to the HFB heuristic, we have developed and tested another heuristic that we call
the 50-50 work content heuristic. This policy works as follows: W1 transfers the shared task to
the downstream buﬀer if the ratio of the work content at station 1 to the total work content in
the system is greater than 50% and starts processing it otherwise. We compute the anticipated
amount of mean work content that would be in front of each worker if the shared task were to be
transferred to the downstream station and “correct” the work content of W1 by a long-run balance
statistic y ∈ [0, 1], which represents the fraction of jobs that must be processed in the B phase by
W1 to balance the mean workloads of the workers. It is calculated as


0
y = ȳ


1

if ȳ < 0
if 0 ≤ ȳ ≤ 1
if ȳ > 1
9

(3.2)

where ȳ is the solution to the equation
TA + y ∗ TB = (1 − y) ∗

TB
+ TC .
v2

(3.3)

Using the y factor provides a workload estimate that anticipates that some of the B tasks
W1’s buﬀer will be processed by W2 due to future transfers. Another point to note in the 5050 work content heuristic is that the work contents are calculated assuming that the current B task
at station 1 is transferred to buﬀer 2. This method gives a snapshot estimate of how the mean
workload in the system would be distributed if W1 were to transfer his/her current task to the
downstream station. For example, the mean work content ratio at state (BOOCBC) for a system
with M = 5 jobs is calculated as: (1 ∗ TA + 1 ∗ y ∗ TB )/(1 ∗ TA + 1 ∗ y ∗ TB + 2 ∗ (TB /v2 ) + 4 ∗ TC ).
This method of calculating the mean work content ratio inßates W2’s workload and deßates W1’s

workload. Hence, unlike the HFB heuristic, this heuristic will give more of an incentive to keep the
B task, as we will see more clearly in the test cases.
We use the measure of percent suboptimality to evaluate the performance of a heuristic. Percent
suboptimality of a heuristic H is denoted by ∆H and is expressed as
∆H =

T H∗ − T HH
100%
T H∗

where T H ∗ and T H H denote the throughput rates of the optimal and heuristic policies. We note
that percent suboptimality is analogous to but distinct from the eﬃciency measure of [6], which
measures the ratio of the throughput of a heuristic policy to an upper bound on the throughput
calculated by setting worker utilizations to 100%.
To test our heuristics across a wide range of possible scenarios on the relative sizes of A, B and
C tasks we set M = 5 and generated a set of 25 distinct test cases using permutations of 1.00, 1.50
and 2.00 for the values of µA , µB and µC . The average and maximum percent suboptimality of
the 50-50 work content heuristic were 0.61% and 2.10%, whereas those for the HFB heuristic were
1.14% and 3.98%. We observed that for all cases in which the C task was longer than the A task
the 50-50 work content heuristic performed better than the HFB heuristic and for all others (cases
with A longer than C task) the HFB heuristic was the better heuristic. For cases with TA > TC ,
W1’s Þxed task (task A) is a bottleneck and the 50-50 work content heuristic which provides more
incentive to keep utilizes more of W1’s time for processing B tasks in comparison to the optimal
policy and HFB heuristic and hence causes an ineﬀective use of W1’s time. A similar argument is
valid for the HFB heuristic in the TA < TC case. When the two tasks are balanced (TA = TC ) there
is no clear bottleneck in the system and the 50-50 work content heuristic performs slightly better.
Since the A and C tasks are equally likely to be long, it is intuitive that a policy that provides
10

more incentive to keep a job at the upstream station would perform better due to the constraint
that prevents a transferred B task from returning back to the upstream station.
In addition to the test cases above, we tested how the heuristics perform at various WIP levels.
Figure 1 plots the percent suboptimality versus WIP level for the HFB and 50-50 work content
heuristics. The workers are assumed to be identical, and the mean processing times of the tasks are
taken to be TA = TC = 1/3 and TB = 1/2. We selected a balanced case because the performance
of the two heuristics were closest to each other for the balanced cases among the test cases we
discussed above.

TA=1/3, TB=1/2, TC=1/3, Identical Workers

3

Percent Suboptimality (%)

HFB Heuristic
50-50 Work-content Heuristic

2

1

0
3

4

5

6
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8

9

10

11

12

WIP Level

Figure 1: Percent suboptimality of HFB and 50-50 work content heuristics as a function of WIP
Level
Figure 1 shows that the percent suboptimality of both heuristics go to zero as WIP level
increases. As mentioned before, this can be attributed to the buﬀering capacity of increased WIP.
However, even for low WIP levels we see that both heuristics perform very well with less than 2.5%
suboptimality.
We observe in Figure 1 that the performance of the 50-50 work content heuristic is better than
that of the HFB heuristic for all WIP levels, with less than 0.44% suboptimality. However, note
that [5] assumed that the shared task is not preemptable, in contrast to our assumption up to this
point. To examine the eﬀect of our assumption, we set the number of jobs to M = 5 and looked
at the suboptimality of the two heuristics at varying levels of ßexibility as measured by the size
of the shared task under both assumptions of preemptive and nonpreemptive shared task. We can
make the following observations from Figure 2, which plots the percent suboptimality versus β for
systems with identical workers and equal Þxed tasks with TA = TC = (10 − TB )/2:
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Figure 2: Percent suboptimality of HFB and 50-50 work content heuristics for preemptive and
nonpreemptive systems
• If the system is preemptive, the 50-50 work content policy performs consistently well for all

β levels, while the performance of the HFB heuristic deteriorates severely for β > 0.5 (i.e.,
when the shared task B is a distinct bottleneck).

• For a nonpreemptive system the performance of both heuristics deteriorates as β increases.
However, the HFB heuristic consistently outperforms the 50-50 work content heuristic under
the assumption that workers must complete tasks they have started.
The explanation for this observed behavior is, again, the relative incentive each heuristic puts
on continuing to process the shared task at the upstream station versus transferring the shared
task to the downstream station. Under the preemptive shared task assumption, the system is not
really symmetric with respect to the two workers. A transferred shared task cannot return to the
upstream station and therefore must be processed to completion by W2, whereas a non-transferred
shared task can be processed by either W1 or W2. Hence, in a preemptive system, the control
policy should put an increased incentive on keeping the shared task at the upstream station since
it can always be transferred to the downstream station later. On the other hand, a nonpreemptive
system possesses a greater symmetry in the sense that both workers must complete the tasks they
have started, and hence the incentive to keep the shared task at the upstream station is greatly
reduced.
We next explore the eﬀect of unequal Þxed tasks by comparing the 4-2-4 system (TA = TC = 4,
TB = 2) with the 2-4-4 system (TA = 2, TB = TC = 4) under the assumption of a preemptive
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shared task and identical worker speeds. Hence, both cases have the same total work content.
Since TA + TB + TC = 10 for both systems and all tasks are exponential, total variability in both
systems is the same. So, any diﬀerence in performance is due to workload allocation. Figure 3(a)
shows that the optimal throughput of the 2-4-4 system is higher than that of the 4-2-4 system
for all WIP levels. This is intuitive, since we expect the performance to improve with increased
ßexibility up to moderate levels of β as discussed in the previous section.
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Figure 3: Percent suboptimality of HFB and 50-50 work content heuristics for equal and unequal
Þxed tasks
Figure 3(b) plots the suboptimality of the HFB and 50-50 work content heuristics. For the 4-2-4
system, both heuristics exhibit good performance with close to 0% suboptimality, but the performance of both heuristics deteriorates for the asymmetric 2-4-4 system. The superior performance
of the 50-50 work content heuristic in the 2-4-4 system can be explained by the fact that TA < TC
and for such cases the 50-50 work content heuristic tends to perform better for the reasons discussed
above. This observation suggests that performance of a heuristic is more robust in a symmetric
system, and hence balancing the Þxed tasks of the workers may be a more practical design choice
where possible.
Finally, we examine the eﬀect of diﬀerent worker speeds on the performance of the heuristics.
Several studies in the literature have reported that there may be signiÞcant diﬀerences in the
processing speeds of the workers, particularly in industries where the turnover rate among employees
is high [1]. Figure 4 plots the percent suboptimality of both heuristics versus β for three diﬀerent
values of v2 under the assumption of a preemptive shared task. Although no uniform trend is
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Figure 4: Percent suboptimality of HFB and 50-50 work content heuristics for diﬀerent worker
speeds
observable, we see that for low to moderate values of β, the performance of the 50-50 work content
heuristic worsens as the downstream worker gets faster on the shared task (v2 = 2, v2 = 4), since
the upstream worker becomes more of a bottleneck and therefore, the incentive to keep does not
help. At high levels of β, the performance of the HFB heuristic deteriorates severely, although this
trend is less observable for the v2 = 4 case. The reason is that as W2 gets faster on the shared
task, a “wrong” decision (transferring when he/she shouldn’t) does not lead to as much ineﬀective
utilization of the downstream worker. The same eﬀect is responsible for the poor performance of
the HFB heuristic at high β levels.
In summary, we conclude that the 50-50 work content policy performs extremely well in preemptive shared task systems with identical workers, and is quite robust to diﬀerent worker speeds
and unequal Þxed tasks across a wide range of β values. However, if the system is nonpreemptive,
using a heuristic that provides more incentive to transfer the task, such as the HFB heuristic, works
much better than the 50-50 work content heuristic.

4

Two forms of buﬀering: WIP Inventory versus Worker Flexibility
A fundamental motivation for cross-training workers is to drive out idle time which occurs due to

variability and/or a lack of balance in station capacities. Hence, we can think of worker ßexibility as
a form of buﬀer capacity that can be used in addition to or in place of WIP inventory and/or extra
production capacity (i.e., more workers, faster processes). It is clear that this capacity can produce
improvement in the performance of a production system in the form of increased throughput,
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decreased WIP, or a combination of both. However, a key question that needs to be addressed is
how much improvement is possible through the use of cross-training.
For the system described above, a measure of worker ßexibility is the relative size of the shared
task B compared to the total work (A+B+C). Following the notation in [6], we denote the fraction
of the total work shared between the two workers as β. Under the assumption of identical worker
speeds (v2 = 1), β is calculated as β = TB /(TA + TB + TC ). The system with β = 0 is a static
system in which W1 and W2 process only Þxed tasks.

TA = TC = (10 -TB) / 2
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Figure 5: Optimal Throughput versus WIP Level (SCV of individual tasks A, B and C are Þxed
We observe the performance of the optimal worksharing policy under various levels of ßexibility
as measured by β. The processing times for the Þxed tasks A and C are assumed to be identically
distributed exponential random variables to make the workers symmetric in terms of their assigned
workloads. In the test cases we used, we set the total mean processing time, TA + TB + TC = 10
time units and computed the optimal policy and performance for β = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8. For
each case, the mean processing times for the tasks A, B and C were set by TA = TC = 5(1 − β),

TB = 10β. Figure 5 plots the throughput for the optimal worksharing policy as a function of WIP.
We summarize our observations as follows.
• As expected, the optimal throughput of all systems approach the upper bound of 0.20 jobs per
unit time as the WIP level increases since variability in the system eventually gets buﬀered
by inventory. The beneÞts of cross-training are much more visible at low WIP levels since in
the absence of inventory, systems with more ßexibility achieve better performance through
dynamic line balancing. For example, at a WIP level of (M = 5), system 4-2-4 performs
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considerably better than system 5-0-5, achieving about 10% higher throughput.
• BeneÞts from cross-training can be realized as a throughput increase, WIP decrease, or a
combination of the two. For example, system 4-2-4 achieves a throughput of 0.18 jobs per

unit time with a WIP level of 5 jobs, whereas system 5-0-5 needs at least 9 jobs in the system
to achieve the same throughput.
• There are diminishing returns to increased cross-training. The biggest performance improvement occurs from β = 0 to β = 0.2 and as β is increased beyond this level, the rate of

improvement in system performance diminishes. This observation is an important one for
real-life applications because it implies that partial cross-training implemented with an effective policy can achieve most of the logistical beneÞts achievable with full cross-training,
which is almost always more expensive than partial cross-training.
As a result of the exponential processing times assumption, increasing the shared portion of
the work while keeping the total mean processing time constant results in increased variability of
the total processing time, which can cause anomalous behavior. Consider for example, the 2-6-2
and 1-8-1 systems, with coeﬃcient of variations 0.66 and 0.81 respectively. For WIP levels less
than four, the 1-8-1 system performs slightly worse than the less ßexible 2-6-2 system, which can
be explained by the high variability of the 1-8-1 system compared to that of the 2-6-2 system.
To examine the eﬀect of increased ßexibility while keeping the variability of the total work
constant, we model task B as a combination of four distinct subtasks, B1 , B2 , B3 , and B4 , all of
whose processing times are modeled as independent and identically distributed exponential random
variables. We take TA = TC = 1.0 and TB1 = TB2 = TB3 = TB4 = 2.0, so that the expected
processing time for the total work will be 10.0 time units. The SCV of the total processing time is
equal to 0.42, which is a low variability case.
In this model, a system with β = 0 corresponds to assigning W1 to do tasks A, B1 , B2 and
W2 to do tasks B3 , B4 and C. Note that we use this case as the model of specialized workers
(i.e., no cross-training), which serves as a baseline for comparison with cross-trained workers. In
the β = 0.4 system, tasks B2 and B3 are shared, while in the β = 0.8 system, both workers are
cross-trained to perform all subtasks of B. Figure 6 plots the optimal throughput versus WIP for
these three ßexibility levels. Note that the behavior in Figure 6 is very similar to that in Figure 5:
for a given WIP level the optimal throughput increases as the level of ßexibility increases. The
optimal throughput of the β = 0.8 system gets very close to the upper bound, even with only 3
jobs in the system.
Comparison of Figure 6 with Figure 5 reveals that reduced processing time variability has a
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Figure 6: Optimal Throughput versus WIP Level (SCV of total work, A+B+C, is Þxed)
signiÞcant impact on performance for β = 0 and β = 0.8, whereas it does not provide much change
in performance for β = 0.4. For example, at WIP=3, the optimal throughput of the β = 0.4 system
stays a little below 0.18 jobs per unit time for both settings assumed for Figure 6 and Figure 5.
This observation suggests that moderate levels of β provides more robustness against increased
variability. This is intuitive, since a long and highly variable shared task may cause W2 to spend
a signiÞcant amount of time on the shared task, which eventually may lead to starvation of W1.
To summarize, we Þnd that optimal system performance generally improves as the amount of
cross-training or ßexibility increases up to a certain level. Beyond that certain level, the eﬀect
of increased ßexibility depends on the speciÞc system characteristics, including the degree of variability. [6] reported severely declining eﬃciency for their SPT/RSPT rule at very high and low
values of β under slightly diﬀerent assumptions on the operation of the system. Unfortunately,
the authors did not provide any insights into their Þnding. Our work suggests that the impact of
variability may partially explain their result. But, the broader questions of how to quantify the
value of cross-training and the conditions under which it is most beneÞcial still remain. In the next
section, we discuss the extent to which our assumptions, speciÞcally the assumption of preemption,
aﬀect the above Þndings.

5

System Architecture Factors Aﬀecting Opportunity
In this section, we examine three factors that aﬀect the performance of a worksharing policy:

preemptability, granularity and variability. We provide insights and examine the eﬀects of these
factors in terms of opportunity, which we deÞne here as the percentage improvement in throughput
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rate achievable through worksharing relative to the throughput of the best static policy.
The deÞnition of the best static policy for a given system depends on the speciÞc assumptions.
For example, if the shared task is preemptable it must be possible to divide the B task and statically
assign a certain portion to W1 and the remainder to W2. So, for equal Þxed tasks and a preemptive
shared task, the system can be perfectly balanced under a static policy and hence, we use the
performance of a balanced static policy as our standard for comparison for this case.
Comparing the performance of an optimal worksharing policy to the best static policy gives us
an estimate for the logistical performance improvement that cross-training can bring to a manufacturing system. As such, it provides a measure that can be used to justify costs of cross-training.
Formally, we deÞne opportunity (Θ) as
Θ=

T H ∗ − T H St
100 % ,
T H St

(5.1)

where T H ∗ and T H St denote the throughput rate of the optimal worksharing and best static
policies, respectively.
One factor aﬀecting opportunity is WIP level, as we discussed in Section 4. As WIP increases
opportunity decreases, since the performance of the static policy becomes closer to the performance
of the optimal worksharing policy. This is due to increased variability buﬀering by WIP inventory,
which enables higher utilization of both workers as a result of decreased starvation and blocking.
In this section, we Þx WIP at M = 5 to represent a reasonably low WIP level, which is where
worksharing is most helpful.
Table 1 lists the test cases we used to examine the eﬀects of preemption, granularity and
variability. Case Set I has equal Þxed tasks, while Case Set II has TA + TB = TC so that allocating
the shared task to W1 results in a balanced system. Hence, the best static policy is balanced for
Case Set II, even if preemption is not allowed. In addition to the parameters of the cases, Table 1
provides the squared coeﬃcient of variation (SCV) of the total job processing time (A+B+C) for
each case under the assumption that processing time for the B task is distributed according to the
exponential, Erlang-2, Erlang-3, or Erlang-4 distributions. Throughout this section, we assume
that the workers are identical (i.e., v2 = 1).
5.1

Preemption
The model described in Section 2 assumes that the shared task B can be transferred to the

downstream buﬀer at any point of processing. That is, preemption is allowed. Several production
environments have been suggested as examples in which this type of preemption is possible without
signiÞcant time loss. One such example is the manufacturing of many types of sewn products such
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5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
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0.10
0.15
0.20
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0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45

0.420
0.395
0.380
0.375
0.380
0.395
0.420
0.455

0.415
0.384
0.360
0.344
0.335
0.334
0.340
0.354

0.413
0.380
0.353
0.333
0.320
0.313
0.313
0.320

0.413
0.378
0.350
0.328
0.313
0.303
0.300
0.303

Table 1: Test cases and SCV of the total work for each model
as apparel, furniture, shoes, etc. [1], [3]. In these systems, a well established policy is the Toyota
Sewn Products Management System (TSS). TSS and its variation, the bucket brigade policy, rely
on the ability to preempt a task in process. The basic rule in TSS is that each worker processes a
job on each station along the production line until he/she gets bumped by a downstream worker. In
the apparel industry, the equipment (e.g., sewing machines) is general purpose and hence does not
require extensive additional training to fully cross-train workers for diﬀerent tasks. Furthermore,
the nature of the operations is such that workers can take over another worker’s job with little
time loss or diﬃculty. Another example of this type of environment is order picking in warehouses,
where workers can easily transfer jobs (orders). [2] implemented the bucket brigade policy in the
warehouses of a major chain retailer and reported a more than 30% increase in pick rates without
a conscious eﬀort of workers. However, there exist many production environments in which it
is impossible or costly to stop processing an item and transfer it to the downstream buﬀer once
processing has started. Hence, it is important to examine the impact of this assumption on the
opportunity for worksharing.
If the shared task is not preemptable, then starting a B task at station 1 means that it must
be processed to completion there. Hence, the “regret” of a suboptimal decision is much higher in
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a nonpreemptive system. In a preemptive system, each task completion is a decision epoch, which
allows the system to evaluate and modify decisions more frequently and thus avoid consequences
of a suboptimal decision. Since the set of decision epochs of a nonpreemptive system is a subset of
that of a preemptive system, the optimal throughput for a preemptive system must always be at
least as high as that for a system with a nonpreemptive assumption. However, the “best” static
policy will also perform better under the preemptive shared task assumption, since the system will
be more ßexible in terms of how tasks are allocated to workers.
Consider a deterministic system with TA = 2, TB = 4 and TC = 4. When the B task is
preemptive, we can allocate work such that each worker will process each job for 5 time units,
resulting in a throughput of 1/5 jobs per unit time, which is the maximum throughput achievable.
Clearly, as long as it is possible to balance the workloads of the workers in a deterministic system,
worker ßexibility does not oﬀer any opportunity. However, if the system is stochastic, worker
ßexibility can provide additional buﬀering which is not possible under a static allocation policy.
Hence, ßexibility oﬀers opportunity in stochastic preemptive settings even if perfect balancing of
the workloads is possible with a static policy. In a nonpreemptive system, however, the best
throughput that a static policy could achieve is 1/6 jobs per unit time, whereas a throughput of
1/5 jobs per unit time is achievable if the B task is shared. Hence, worksharing has opportunity
even for deterministic nonpreemptive systems due to capacity balancing.
We examine at the eﬀect of preemption using both case sets of Table 1. Case Set I represents
systems in which only the preemptive system can be perfectly balanced by dividing the shared task
into two parts. In contrast, in Case Set II preemption does not help to balance the static policy
since the best static policy allocates all of the shared task to W1. We model the shared task B as
the sum of two exponential subtasks, B1 and B2 , where E[SB1 (·)] = E[SB2 (·)] = TB /2. Hence, the
total processing time for task B is distributed as an Erlang-2 random variable. This allows us to
keep the total variability constant while comparing the optimal worksharing and static policies.
Figure 7(a) plots the throughput of the optimal worksharing and static policies as a function of
β for Case Set I, for both preemptive and nonpreemptive shared task assumptions. The opportunity
under these two assumptions is presented in Figure 7(b). We make the following observations about
the performance of the optimal worksharing policy:
• The throughput of the static policy for the preemptive system (balanced static policy) is

maximized when β = 0.5, since that is the lowest variability case (TA = TB1 = TB2 = TC = 2.5

with an SCV of 0.25).
• In contrast, the throughput of the static policy for the nonpreemptive system is strictly
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Figure 7: Opportunity for preemptive and nonpreemptive systems (Case Set I)
decreasing as β increases, due to the fact that the workloads of the workers become more
unbalanced.
• The optimal throughput of the preemptive system increases as β increases, approaching the
upper bound of 0.20, as expected.

• The optimal throughput of the nonpreemptive system follows that of the preemptive system
closely up to a certain level of β ≤ 0.4. However, for β ≥ 0.5, we see that the performance

of the nonpreemptive worksharing policy is strictly decreasing, while that of the preemptive

worksharing policy is strictly increasing. For β = 0.8, for example, preemption improves the
optimal throughput by about 8%.
As the length of the shared task increases, the penalty of a put or keep decision that turns out
to be “wrong” along the sample path realization is magniÞed, which deteriorates the performance
of a nonpreemptive system. To see this, suppose that preemption of the shared task from W1
is not allowed and at a decision epoch with state (BOOOBC), W1 starts processing the B task.
Since the B task has been started, it must be processed to completion at station 1. This means
that if W2 completes his/her tasks before W1 completes the B task, W2 idles due to starvation.
For systems with a long shared task, this eﬀect can be very pronounced, which partially explains
the last observation. However, we must also note that the total variability is also increasing for
β > 0.5, which aﬀects the nonpreemptive system more adversely than the preemptive system. We
will examine the eﬀects of variability in Section 5.3.
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Figure 8: Opportunity for preemptive and nonpreemptive systems (Case Set II)
From Figure 7(b), we see that for both preemptive and nonpreemptive systems, opportunity
increases as the amount of ßexibility (as measured by β) increases. The opportunity for the nonpreemptive system is higher than that for the preemptive system for all β levels. This is again due
to the capacity balancing oﬀered by worksharing, which might not be possible by static allocation
policies under the nonpreemptive shared task assumption.
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) plot the throughput and opportunity versus β, respectively, for Case Set II,
in which the static policy for both preemptive and nonpreemptive systems are balanced. Again, we
see that opportunity for the preemptive system increases as β increases. This time, however, we
see that the worksharing opportunity is very limited –less than 7% in contrast to the high values
of opportunity we observed for Case Set I. Furthermore, the opportunity for the nonpreemptive
system decreases for β ≥ 0.25, which can be explained by the fact that task C is a severe bottleneck

for all of these test cases (TC = 5). As the shared task gets longer, helping the upstream worker

uses more and more of the capacity that W2 should spend on processing C tasks. In fact, we
see this eﬀect in both preemptive and nonpreemptive systems; the optimal throughput of the
preemptive system decreases for β > 0.40, which is an implication of the assumption that once
a task is sent downstream, it cannot return. The nonpreemptive system is even more sensitive,
because the preemptive system can avoid transferring the shared task to the downstream buﬀer
unnecessarily, since it can always be transferred later on, whereas the nonpreemptive system has
to make a one-time decision.
These examples illustrate that whether or not the shared task can be preempted while in
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progress is an important determinant of how much improvement cross-training oﬀers in a manufacturing environment. In principle, preemption enables eﬀective sharing of work between the
two workers and decreases the need for optimal control since the decision to keep a B task can
be modiÞed even after the processing is started. The opportunity, on the other hand, depends on
whether worksharing achieves better capacity balancing compared to a static policy. In systems
where worksharing only provides variability buﬀering, the opportunity will be limited, whereas
unbalanced systems with discrete, non-preemptive tasks oﬀer signiÞcant improvement opportunity
through worker cross-training. However, in systems with rigid task deÞnitions, we found that more
cross-training (as measured in the fraction of shared task to total work) may not always result in
better system performance, which was also observed in previous work on the subject [6]. Hence, determining an appropriate level of cross-training as well as an eﬀective control policy, is an important
part of a design eﬀort for workforce agility.
5.2

Granularity
In the systems we have analyzed so far we have allowed the shared task to be either preemptive

or nonpreemptive. That is, we have only considered systems in which the decision to keep or put
can be made either at any point throughout the processing of the B task at the upstream station,
or only before the B task processing starts. However, in between these extremes are the cases where
there are natural break points in the shared task, so that the shared task can be transferred to the
downstream station only at these points.
One real life example of such an environment we have observed is the casting Þnishing line
of a steel foundry. The company produces railroad car coupler castings that weigh several hundred pounds and must be manually Þnished through operations like grinding high spots, welding
holes and gauging dimensions. The processing of each side of a coupler requires about 7 distinct
tasks which were originally grouped as a single task since rotation and handling of the coupler is
cumbersome. Although preemption during the processing of a “subtask” such as welding is not
practical, distinct subtasks provide natural break points at which another worker could take over
the processing of the remaining subtasks on a side.
We deÞne granularity as a measure that accounts for the number of break points and the size
of subtasks that are transferable in the shared task. For example, the nonpreemptive system of the
previous section considers a shared task of maximum granularity, whereas the preemptive system
represents the limiting case of zero granularity. An appropriate metric for granularity, g, is
g = PK

K
Y

1

i=1 TBi i=1
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TBi ,

(5.2)

where TBi denotes the mean processing time of the ith subtask of the shared task. Note that g is a
measure of how many distinct subtasks the shared task can be divided into, as well as the relative
sizes of the subtasks. For example, if the shared task can only be transferred at the beginning of
processing, then g = 1.00. In contrast, if the shared task has two equal subtasks, then g = 0.25.
Note that this is lower than the granularity measure for the case where the shared task has one short
subtask and one long subtask that is three times as long as the short subtask, which is g = 0.75.
To observe how granularity aﬀects the performance and opportunity of worksharing, we use the
test cases in Case Set I. For g = 1.00 and g = 0.25, we take the processing time of task B to be the
sum of two independent identically distributed exponential random variables (i.e., SB ∼ Erlang-2).

This ensures that the processing time variability for all test cases is equal for both granularity
levels and hence eliminates any variability eﬀects. For g = 0.75, the distribution of the processing
time for task B is taken to be the sum of two exponential random variables with means TB /4 and

3TB /4, which results in a higher processing time variability for the shared task, B. To make a fair
comparison, the g = 0.75 case should be compared to a g = 1.00 system in which task B consists
of exponential subtasks with means TB /4 and 3TB /4. However, we note that this g = 1.00 system
represents a higher variability case than the g = 1.00 system with Erlang-2 distributed shared task
and hence, has worse performance than the latter. Thus, a comparison of the g = 0.75 case with
the g = 1.00 system with Erlang-2 distributed shared task is meaningful.

TA = TC = (10 - TB) / 2, B=B1+B2, B1, B2~Exponential

TA = TC = (10 - TB) / 2, B=B1+B2, B1, B2~Exponential
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Figure 9: Eﬀect of granularity on opportunity (Case Set I)
Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the optimal throughput and opportunity of worksharing for Case Set I
under diﬀerent levels of granularity (g = 1.00, g = 0.75 and g = 0.25). The performance of the best
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static policy is also provided for comparison. Since the Þxed tasks of W1 and W2 are taken to be
equal in Case Set I, the static policy is a perfectly balanced system for g = 0.25. When g = 0.75,
the best static policy allocates 1/4 of task B to W1 and 3/4 of it to W2 in addition to their Þxed
tasks, which results in an unbalanced system. The following points summarize our observations.
• For all β levels, throughput of the optimal worksharing policy increases as granularity decreases.

• A less granular shared task results in a more balanced static system, so performance of the
static policy also improves as granularity decreases.

• Among the nonpreemptive systems, opportunity increases as granularity increases. However,
we also observe that the opportunity of the preemptive system is higher than that of the
g = 0.25 system.
The last observation is a consequence of the fact that the best static policy is perfectly balanced for both the g = 0.25 system and the preemptive system. Hence, which system has higher
opportunity depends on which worksharing system has better optimal performance. The preemptive system represents a limiting case of granularity (g → 0). Since the set of decision epochs in

a system with g > 0 will be a subset of those in a preemptive system along any sample path, the
optimal performance of a preemptive system is always at least as good as a g > 0 system, all other
things being equal.
As expected, we found that the performance of the optimal worksharing policy improves as the
granularity of the shared task decreases. Our analysis shows that in nonpreemptive systems where
signiÞcant opportunity exists due to the capacity balancing eﬀect of worksharing, a way to further
improve the performance is to introduce natural break points in the processing of shared tasks.
This observation has a direct application for the Þnishing line of the steel foundry we studied. The
operations on a single side of a coupler should be treated as distinct subtasks with worksharing
decisions made at subtask boundaries rather than considering an entire side as indivisible. This
would decrease the granularity of the shared tasks and as a result, would improve the performance
of a team of cross-trained workers.
5.3

Variability
In this section, we examine the eﬀect of variability on the opportunity of worksharing. As the

variability of the shared task (and hence that of the total processing time) increases, we expect the
performance of any policy, ßexible or static, to deteriorate. As we will show, the qualitative eﬀect
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of variability on opportunity depends on how well the optimal worksharing policy accommodates
increased variability compared to the best static policy.
As discussed before, there are two performance improving eﬀects that the optimal worksharing
policy provides: capacity balancing and variability buﬀering. Worksharing provides variability
buﬀering in all the systems we have discussed so far. For example, if an A task is unexpectedly
long, the worksharing policy may dictate that the B task be transferred downstream, since during
the processing of that long A task the queue in front of W2 may have been depleted. In a static
policy, however, it is not possible to buﬀer against unexpected events in this sense.
For nonpreemptive systems with equal Þxed tasks (TA = TC ), we assumed that the best a static
policy can do is to allocate the shared task to either one of the workers. As Figure 7(b) shows,
the opportunity in this case can get as large as 70% because the opportunity of worksharing is also
due to capacity balancing. Compared to the variability buﬀering eﬀect, capacity balancing eﬀect
provided by worksharing increases opportunity drastically.
To examine the eﬀect of increased processing time variability on opportunity, we Þrst look at
the opportunity in a preemptive system with equal Þxed tasks (Case Set I), where worksharing only
provides variability buﬀering. We model the shared task processing time as the sum of identically
distributed exponential variables to look at diﬀerent levels of variability. Using Erlang-2 and Erlang4 distributions for the shared task processing time proves appropriate since the static policy allocates
half of the shared task to W1 and the other half to W2 and hence the variability remains the same
for the static policy. Figures 10(a) and 10(b) plot the throughput and opportunity as a function of
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Figure 10: Eﬀect of variability in a preemptive system (Case Set I)
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0.8

0.9

β for the two variability levels as well as deterministic processing times for tasks A, B and C. The
opportunity for the deterministic case is always zero, since the static policy achieves a perfectly
balanced system in this case and will achieve the same throughput as an optimal ßexible policy.
As expected, increased variability results in decreased throughput for the optimal worksharing
policy as well as the best static policy. However, we see that the deterioration for the optimal ßexible
policy is much less than that for the best static policy. In other words, the optimal worksharing
policy is much more robust to increased variability in processing times. This causes the opportunity
of the less variable system (i.e. system with Erlang-4 shared task) to be lower for all β levels.
We next demonstrate that the eﬀect of variability may be reversed in a system in which worksharing provides capacity balancing in addition to variability buﬀering. For this purpose, we examine the opportunity for Case Set I under the assumption that the shared task is nonpreemptive.
Recall that the Þxed tasks in Case Set I are equal and since the shared task is nonpreemptive, we
assume that the best static policy allocates the shared task to either of the workers and hence the
capacities of the workers can get severely unbalanced for high values of β. Figures 11(a) and 11(b)
show the throughput and opportunity for Case Set I (TA = TC = 5(1−β)) under three distributions
(exponential, Erlang-2, Erlang-3) for the shared task processing time as well as the deterministic
processing times case. In the deterministic case, the opportunity of worksharing increases linearly
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Figure 11: Eﬀect of variability in a nonpreemptive system (Case Set I)
as a function of β; the throughput of the best static policy is equal to 1/[5(1 + β)] and the optimal
ßexible policy achieves the maximum throughput of 1/5 for all β levels, which yields Θ = 100β%.
The performance of the optimal worksharing policy improves as variability decreases. However,
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the performance of the static policy is not signiÞcantly aﬀected by the variability, since for all β
levels the static policy yields an unbalanced system in which the performance is largely determined
by this Þrst order eﬀect. Compared to the preemptive shared task case, the eﬀect of variability
on the performance of the optimal worksharing policy is more visible in the nonpreemptive system
which is intuitive since a preemptive system can modify actions as information on the processing
time of the B task becomes available.

6

Conclusions
In this paper, we examined dynamic line balancing in two-station systems operating under a

CONWIP job release policy. SpeciÞcally, we explored three system architecture factors that aﬀect
the eﬃcacy of a worksharing policy: preemption, granularity and variability of the shared task. We
did this in the context of the optimal worksharing policy (computed using an MDP model) and
also heuristic policies, which are more practical from an implementation standpoint. We evaluated
two threshold type heuristics: the half-full buﬀer (HFB) heuristic and the 50-50 work content
heuristic, both of which are simple, implementable policies that aim to balance the workloads of
the workers. Compared to the HFB heuristic, the 50-50 work content heuristic provides more of
an incentive to keep the shared task at the upstream station and hence is more suitable to systems
in which preemption of the shared task is possible. In most cases, however, the performance of
both heuristics was satisfactory. This is encouraging, since these rules are practical for real-world
systems.
Our analyses showed that preemptability of the shared task is a strong determinant of both the
opportunity oﬀered by worksharing and the performance of control heuristics. In systems where the
shared task is preemptable, more cross-training generally results in better system performance in
terms of throughput, which is intuitive. However, in nonpreemptive systems, our results conÞrmed
the perhaps counter-intuitive Þndings of [6] that cross-training beyond a certain point harms rather
than helps system performance. Although we did not focus on Þnding the optimal amount of crosstraining, our results suggest that the fraction of shared task to total work should be roughly
between 30% to 50% in nonpreemptive systems. However, the optimal level depends on system
characteristics, so this is an issue that deserves further research attention.
Although the determination of the right amount of cross-training and the design of an eﬀective
control policy present bigger challenges in a nonpreemptive system, the opportunity for such systems
is also much larger than that for preemptive systems. Since the processing of a shared task can
be stopped to be resumed later at the downstream station, a preemptive system implies that it
is possible to balance the system through a new job design that allows a better division of work
between workers. In such systems, the performance opportunity that dynamic line balancing oﬀers
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comes from variability buﬀering and not from capacity balancing, which restricts it to much lower
levels (about 10-20%). In a nonpreemptive environment, on the other hand, worksharing can
achieve long-term capacity balancing, which may not be possible through job design under a static
policy. Hence, we believe that systems in which preemption of tasks is not practical are good
candidates for workforce agility since even a low level of worker ßexibility can improve the system
performance considerably.
Increased opportunity in nonpreemptive systems can be achieved by the introduction of natural
break points in the operation to decrease the granularity of the shared task. This enables more
eﬀective sharing of work between the two workers and makes the system more robust to variability in
the system. This is an important issue since we have shown that the performance of a worksharing
policy in a nonpreemptive system is much more sensitive to variability (i.e., unexpectedly long or
short tasks) than in a preemptive system.
Finally, an important contribution of this study is the explicit demonstration of the trade-oﬀ
between WIP and worker ßexibility. Workforce agility can be used to achieve a combination of
WIP decrease and throughput increase depending on the particular system’s needs and objectives.
Furthermore, extensive cross-training of the workers is not a necessity since partial cross-training,
when organized carefully, can provide most of the logistical beneÞts. One shortcoming of our models
is that they are restricted to two-station systems. However, consideration of two-station systems
provides us with suﬃciently simple analytical models that yield insights on how diﬀerent factors
in the physical environment aﬀect the performance opportunity and interact with each other. We
believe that these insights are valid for longer lines and even more complex routings. Further
research however, is needed to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of threshold policy heuristics in longer
lines. Even though there is evidence on the eﬀectiveness of the HFB heuristic in longer lines ([6],
[5]), it remains to be seen whether a multi-station heuristic that uses the principles of the 50-50
work content heuristic oﬀers greater opportunity in certain classes of systems.
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